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Applications of Speech/Music discrimination

Speech/Music discrimination is special case of Speech/Non-speech
discrimination task. It has applications in such areas of speech
processing as

voice activity detection (VAD)
automatic corpus creation
hearing aids

State of art results
86% accuracy for 5 s windows (Okamura, Aoyama, 1983)
98.4% accuracy for 2.4 s windows (Saunders,1996)
98.6% accuracy for 2.4 s windows (Scheirer, Slanley,1996)



Speech and music time plot
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Common features

Most common used features for task of Speech/Music
discrimination are

Zero-Crossing Rate
4Hz Modulation Energy
MFCC
Low Energy Frames
Spectral Flux
Spectral Centroid

and their variations.



Energy features

It is very intuitive to try to discriminate speech and music based on
shape of signal’s energy envelope.
"The energy contour is well known to be capable of separating
speech from music." (Saunders,1996)
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Energy features

Scheirer and Slanley define Percentage of Low Energy Frames
(LEF) feature as percentage of frames within 1 s window with root
mean square (RMS) power below 50% of window mean RMS
power.
Wang, Gao and Ying in explore this idea by introducing Modified
Low Energy Ratio (MLER) which is different from LEF in the fact
that percentage of the window mean short term energy is not fixed
to 50%, but its value is subject to change.



Energy features
Modified Low Energy Ratio (MLER)

MLER =
1
2N

N∑
n=1

[sgn (lowthres − E (n)) + 1] , (1)

where

lowthres = δ ·
N∑

n=1
E (n) (2)

and N is the total number of frames in a window and E (n) is
frame short time energy.



Energy features

Speech has more low energy frames than music. We also know
that speech has 4Hz energy modulation, which implies four energy
minima in 1 s window. These facts allow us to suspect that the
presence of the frame with energy below some calculated threshold
will be sufficient to distinguish between speech and music.
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Minimum Energy Density

We calculate probability density function of short time frame
energy inside some time window, which we refer to as normalization
window. We define density of short time frame energy as

densE (n) = E (n)∑N
k=1 E (k)

. (3)



Minimum Energy Density

Next step is to find minimum densE (n) in the classification
window. Length of the classification window can be shorter than
the length of normalization window and it defines classification
resolution.

MED(k) = min{densE (n) : (k − 1) ·M + 1 ≤ n ≤ k ·M}, (4)

where M is the number of frames in the classification window.



Minimum Energy Density

During training phase a threshold value for MED is found so that
the windows with MED below that threshold are classified as
speech and the rest as music.

class(k) =
{

speech if ∃n : E (n) < λ, where (k − 1) ·M + 1 ≤ n ≤ k ·M
music otherwise , (5)

where

λ = threshold ·
N∑

n=1
E (n) . (6)



Minimum Energy Density
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Histogram outlines of MED calculated on audio samples used in
(Scheirer, Slanley, 1996). Values of MED have been log-transformed



Test corpora

(A) First set is the same that was used in (Scheirer, Slanley,
1996) and consists of eighty 15-second long audio samples of
speech and the same amount of music samples. As authors
stated, the data was collected by digitally sampling FM tuner
(16-bit at a 22.05 kHz sampling rate).
(B) The second data set was collected by us. We also
prepared eighty 15-second long audio samples of speech from
mp3 of Polish audio-books and same amount of music derived
from private mp3 library (16-bit at a 44.1 kHz, stereo files
were transformed to mono).



Experiment evaluation

We examine our algorithm using 10ms frames, 15 s normalization
window and 1 s and 2.5 s classification windows. We compare
results of our new feature with LEF and MLER. For MLER we
analyse the effect of δ value first. The results imply that in our
case δ = 0.1, as suggested in (Wang, et al., 2003), is not the best
possible option. Instead we choose δ = 0.02.



Experiment evaluation
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Experiment evaluation

Table 1 : Correct classification results (mean and standard deviation) for
the 1 s classification window

Data set A Data set B
LEF MLER MED LEF MLER MED

speech 87.5 ± 3.9% 91.3 ± 1.0% 91.6 ± 1.5% 88.1 ± 2.3% 95.1 ± 1.2% 94.9 ± 1.3%
music 90.1 ± 3.2% 96.7 ± 0.6% 95.3 ± 1.4% 90.4 ± 1.3% 92.6 ± 1.4% 95.3 ± 1.0%
total 88.8 ± 0.9% 94.0 ± 0.3% 93.5 ± 0.4% 89.3 ± 1.3% 93.8 ± 0.6% 95.1 ± 0.6%

Table 2 : Correct classification results (mean and standard deviation) for
the 2.5 s classification window

Data set A Data set B
LEF MLER MED LEF MLER MED

speech 92.4 ± 2.5% 95.4 ± 2.1% 94.5 ± 2.2% 96.3 ± 1.7% 96.8 ± 2.3% 98.0 ± 1.1%
music 91.0 ± 3.5% 95.7 ± 1.6% 97.0 ± 1.4% 94.3 ± 1.7% 95.9 ± 2.0% 96.0 ± 1.5%
total 91.7 ± 1.6% 95.5 ± 1.2% 95.8 ± 1.5% 95.3 ± 1.1% 96.3 ± 1.2% 97.0 ± 0.7%



Conclusions

The results demonstrate that MED method performs better
than LEF and slightly better or similarly as MLER. However,
our method is not dependent on any parameter, like δ
In case of the 2.5 s classification window our method achieves
95.8% accuracy for data set A and 97% accuracy for data set
B, what are very high results for single feature
In our algorithm, after finding the frame with energy below the
threshold, the calculation stops for a given window, resulting
in the reduction of the expected number of calculations
Our method alone has potential to be used for tasks like
automatic corpus creation from sources for which we have
prior knowledge that are compound of alternating speech and
music
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